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Access our comprehensive and user-friendly online Branson Visitor Guide at 
Branson.com for extensive lists and detailed information on fishing techniques 
by season and location, boat ramps, fishing in other area lakes and rivers in the 
southwest Missouri region, lake and riverside resorts and campgrounds, and 
everything the avid and novice fisherman needs to know!

Branson Brings the Excitement Outdoors!

Everybody knows how much fun can be had in Branson at shows, museums, 
and other exciting experiences indoors, but the list of things to enjoy outdoors 
in Branson is extensive!  Fishing is a favorite recreation in the area, including 
competitive fishing in the many tournaments hosted here each year.  But maybe 
fishing isn’t what you have in mind, yet you still want to be on the water or just 
enjoying the great outdoors.  How about paddle boating, floating, swimming, 
skiing, parasailing, roller skating, playing a game of catch, diving, jet skiing, water 
cruising in a boat, hiking, biking, target shooting, tossing a Frisbee, shooting 
baskets, or maybe just soaking up some sun?  All this and more is possible in 
the Branson area!  With three incredible lakes, several public parks operated by 
the city’s Parks & Recreation Department, miles of trails, recreational facilities, 
shoreline swimming areas, and outdoor pools, every type of outdoor recreational 
activity is available to you!  

Several parks can be found throughout Branson and the surrounding communities, 
including many in Branson’s city limits.  The larger City parks include Alexander 
Park, located near Lake Taneycomo and featuring amenities like ball fields and a 
playground; Stockstill Park, 62 acres alongside Roark Creek with softball fields, 
tennis courts, and playgrounds; and the 130 acre Lakeside Forest Wilderness Area 
overlooking Lake Taneycomo, with features that include hiking trails, a waterfall, a 
cave, and stunning views.  Several neighborhoods include approximately one acre 
sized parks.  There’s even a free Skate Park designed for inline and roller skates, as 
well as skateboards; it’s every active teenager’s dream come true!

Our online Branson Visitor Guide includes lists 
of facilities, parks, swimming areas, and much 
more.

The History of Branson
Tourism...it’s fascinating!

The little town of Branson, Missouri, nestled in the heart of the Ozark Mountains, is an 
international tourist destination hosting millions of visitors every year.  The Acrobats of China, 
Billy Dean, Clay Cooper, The Haygoods, Legends In Concert, New Jersey Nights, SIX, and the 
Texas Tenors are just a sampling of the staggering variety of live entertainment found in 
Branson!  And there are dozens of exciting attractions...Ride The Ducks, The Track, and Silver 
Dollar City among them.  Add world-class shopping, delightful dining, and stunning scenery 
and you’ve still barely touched on everything Branson has to offer.  But a few decades ago, 
things were quite different...so, what helped form the Branson we know today?

Branson’s first tourism attraction – In 1884, when most people saw only a cave filled with 
bat guano,  William Lynch sensed tourism potential in Marble Cave and purchased it sight 
unseen.  He and his daughters moved from Chicago to Branson and opened the cave for tours. 
After Lynch’s death, his daughters continued to operate the attraction, renamed Marvel Cave, 
until 1950 when they leased it, and the surrounding land, to Hugo and Mary Herschend, who 
operated it with sons, Peter and Jack.  The Herschend family still owns Marvel Cave, located 
in what is now known as Silver Dollar City, making it Branson’s longest continuous running 
attraction. 

Harold Bell Wright’s best-selling novel “The Shepherd of the Hills,” published in 1907, 
brought national attention to the area, and has been credited with starting Branson’s tourism 
industry.  Wright spent time in this part of the Ozarks observing the people who later formed 
the foundation of characters in his novel.  The captivating story was depicted in several 
movies, including a famous version with John Wayne, and people across the country starting 
coming to the area in droves after they were instantly drawn to both the facts and the folklore 
of the people here.  Since 1959, the story has been brought to life as the Shepherd of the Hills 
Outdoor Drama in an amphitheater located on part of the property depicted in the book.  The 
drama features more than 90 performers, often including Branson natives, and a large cast of 
animals.  

The Historic Owen’s Theatre was built in 1936 by Jim Owen, a local entrepreneur who 
operated float trips on the White River. These float trips were first enjoyed by local fisherman, 
but later became popular with elite groups and celebrities who flocked to the Ozarks for trips 
that included picnics on small sand bars along the river.  The Owen’s Theater began as a local 
movie house, but later hosted live shows; it’s recognized as Branson’s first theater.  Located 
in the historic downtown district, it still features music shows and occasional movies, and 
its distinctive architecture and interior stone walls make it one of Branson’s most unique 
buildings.

Branson’s founding shows:  In 1959, the Mabe family entertained fishermen with the 
Baldknobbers Jamboree in a rented space on the downtown Branson lakefront.  Credited as 
being Branson’s first show, they later built their own theater on Highway 76, not long after 
Branson’s other founding show, Presleys’ Country Jubilee, built the first theater on the now 
famous Strip.  Both families still perform today, entertaining thousands of visitors each year; 
you haven’t experienced Branson unless you’ve seen one of these original shows!

Silver Dollar City – Operating since 1960, Silver Dollar City, built by the Herschend Family - as 
mentioned above - is Branson’s biggest and most visited paid attraction, but it was originally 
a small town square created to entertain people waiting to visit the real attraction - Marvel 
Cave.  Over the years, it expanded beyond the town square and developed into an award-
winning 1880’s style theme park.  The name Silver Dollar City came from the real silver dollars 
given as change to visitors, a marketing promotion created when the park opened. In its first 
year of operation, the small village drew four times more visitors than Marvel Cave.  Peter 
Herschend later remarked, “We discovered we were in the theme park business!”  The rest, of 
course, is Branson history!

The Branson Strip – That famous stretch of highway wasn’t always so exciting, it was once 
a somewhat desolate two lane stretch of asphalt just outside of town.  Then, in 1967, the 
Presley family built a theatre on State Highway 76 after years of performing in local caves. 
The Baldknobbers followed suit and other theaters began to pop up, followed by hotels, 
attractions, restaurants, stores, and lots of lights, neon signs, and everything else that makes 
The Strip a Branson attraction all its own!


